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CAST OF CHARACTERS

STEPH WATSON, just another commuter. 
BUS DRIVER 
OTHER PASSENGERS, including at least 2 DANCERS, someone with a BOOM 
BOX,plus  
BOBBY and 
JO “Bang Bang”, carrying an ornate oversized key, and a tablet. 

The play takes place in the morning at a bus stop and on 
a bus.  This can be an actual bus with the side facing 
the audience removed, or it can be represented by seats 
and benches arranged to some degree as per a transit bus- 
see attached diagram- a bus door with mechanism would be 
a nice addition to this.  

If the venue has VISUAL  capabilities it would be great 
to have screens with projections of appropriate street 
background.

SCENE 1: AT THE BUS STOP

(Lights up)

(Several people stand waiting for the bus, including 
STEPH WATSON and someone with a boom box.)

SOUND - TRAFFIC NOISES 
- INCLUDING THE SOUND 

OF SEVERAL BUSES 
DRIVING PAST-  AND 

MUSIC FROM THE BOOM BOX

STEPH
My stomach rumbles as I wait for the bus
  but i try to be quiet 
and not make a fuss.

(Steph rummages around in a bag and pulls out a piece an 
apple, brushes off the dust and doghair, polishes it on a 
sleeve, and eats it slowly.  Everyone at the stop checks 
the schedule and their watches or phones.  Someone 
smokes. Another has a ‘boombox’.  Two people - DANCERS -
who are waiting but do not appear to be together start 
interacting and perform a dance. The other waiters watch 
the dancing with obvious enjoyment.  Eventually the bus 
arrives.)
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SOUND: THE EXHALATIONS 
OF A BUS AS IT DRIVES 
ALONG, OF IT SLOWING 

DOWN AND PULLING UP TO 
A STOP, OF BUS DOORS 

OPENING.

(Everyone boards the bus, pays fare, sits or stands. 
Steph is last to board.)

STEPH
Well Hello Bus Driver 
Hello
Thank you for comin
Though you done it so slow.

It said on the sched’le you’d be here by 
nine
so i ran out the door and i got here 
before 
and i started to wait

i was waitin in line

i was waitin 
i was waitin
i was waitin

in line.

And nine o clock came, and then quarter 
past, and 4 other buses went whizzing 
right past.

And nine thirty came
but no bus did i see, no driver, no taxi, 
and no cavalry

so i called up the number 

they put on the sign 

then the voice that came on 
it whirred 
and it whined
a computer i think, or recorded in parts,
one thing’s for sure
it didn’t have heart

but i punched in the codes to find out 
the time
i could expect the next bus 
to come down the line
              
and it whirred 
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and it clicked 
and it told me a lie

it said you would be here

by 9:45

so i waited right here
so i stayed at the stop

i waited for you

though i coulda walked

and now it is ten
so i’m already late
and the job will be lost

which isn’t so great

cuz i have a big debt 

with a high interest rate
and a guy with a crowbar lyin in wait

the boss will be pissed

but don’t feel sad about me and my job
cuz it isn’t your fault 
if the traffic was bad
or if you had a flat tire 
or ran out of gas 

and the truth of the thing 
is my boss is a nob
and i hate what i do
so much 
that i sob

with frustration and anger 
that the days are so long when working 
at something

that for me

is just wrong

so if it is lost

this job that i loathe

well

hurrah
and hip hip
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that’s just how it goes

and maybe its fate or maybe its luck or 
maybe its just 
that last night 
i was drunk 
from hangin around after work at the pub
and then up half the night
with the laptop and lube
lookin for love
on the modern boob tube
(i’d tell you some more, but it gets 
pretty graphic
and some of them folks
is made of elastic).

No i cannot blame you
or the alarm 
or the traffic

and now that its done

i feel seraphic.

So here is my fare
and thank you again
now i have time
to visit a friend.

 

(STEPH walks farther into the bus, looks around at all 
the other passengers. JO shadows STEPH and scrutinizes 
the other passengers - in a comedic way.) 

STEPH

And well well well now look at all you folk,         
riding on the bus like oxen in a yoke.

i see you lookin sad ‘bout the day you havent had 

and aint that just

too damn bad.

(JO wields a large ornate key as if it is a gun and 
points it at another passenger and says BANG BANG. The 
DANCERS look at each other, move toward the door, leave 
the bus and dance off the set.)

SOUND: THE BUS DOORS 
CLOSING AND IT PULLING 
AWAY AND DRIVING OFF.

(Lights fade. End of play.)
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